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Celebrating students’ achievements!
Photograph of winter teazles by y11
GCSE photography student Milona.

Dates for the Diary
Spring term:
Staff Inset
Thursday 4th January
2018
Learning Review Day:
Friday 5th January
2018
Half-term break:
Monday 12th to Friday
16th February 2018
End of term:
Thursday 29th March
2018

SEASON’S GREETINGS and MERRY CHRISTMAS

Once again we have had a term full of exciting experiences, achievements and successes for all members of
our truly special and resilient community as evidenced
in this newsletter.
Particularly fulfilling this term has been the enhanced
sense of community between our sites, with students
and staff involved in more and more cross-site learning and extra-curricular opportunities. I look forward
to this continuing apace as the year progresses and
am very confident that we will all have a very successful year.

I would like to wish every one of our students, staff and their families a happy and
harmonious holiday and our very best wishes
for a bright and successful New Year

HELLO TO NEW FACES
We say a very warm welcome to all of our new students: at Kingsbury; Leon and Stephen, at Hutton
Grove; Elliot and at Southgate; Tom.
New staff include: Sam Blendis our new school SENCO and Karen Robinson our School Administrator.
At Hutton Grove; Joshua, Sam and Richie. At Southgate: Monika, David and Sarah. At Kingsbury;
Simon, Thierno & Vasco. Congratulations to Tory and to Jason on the safe arrival of their new babies.

365 DAYS OLDER AND WISER THAN BEFORE
This term we have sung Happy Birthday, blown candles out and celebrated with
students Sam, Ricardo, Ahmed, Stephanie, Rashaan, Leo & Stephen . Staff birthdays have included Tory, Metin, Patrick, Dany, Mark, David, Wendy, Maryam, Socrates, Freddie, Diana, Karen & Stacey.

News from the Manor...
The Farm, by Leon
I am writing to tell you about my adventures at Sweet Tree Farm.
I have to travel in the mini-bus to get to the farm.
It is a very interesting place. It is not just a place, but a chance for
people like me to help and do farm work. When you go there for
long you will never want to leave the farm, as there is a goat called
Bramble. It is a strange name for a goat, especially as Bramble has
friend called Catherine. We take Bramble on a walk, and she is like a
dog. She loves to be patted and she is not dangerous. However,
Catherine is scared of people she doesn’t know.
For lunch we eat soup, but we have to make it, as they have a garden where we all have to work. We grow onions and garlic for the
soup. Also, I am the Head Chef, and it is my responsibility to supervise the other cooks.
Let me tell you about the other animals too: there are chickens and
when you step in with them they will peck your boots. Also, there
are rabbits called Holly, Snowball and Thumper. Thumper nibbles,
and he is fat and big. Finally, there are donkeys that are always braying in the fields.

Equine Therapy

Our Equine therapy sessions have come to an end for this term. Both Leon
and Stephen have used a lot of intuition together with gentleness to build
understanding relationships with the horses. Here they are taking Percy
and Princess for a walk - an element of magic was added by the first flakes
of snow this winter!

Halloween at the Manor
We celebrated Halloween at KM
with pumpkin carving and Ghost
Story writing!

JJ, Stephen, Leon, Kewin and Andrew worked hard to make
some terrific carved pumpkin lanterns during their lunchbreak (see photo below).
Afterwards, Kewin roasted the pumpkin seeds to make a
tasty snack for everyone to enjoy.
The stories for the Ghost Story competition were all fantastic
but JJ and James won first prizes for their entries, which
were truly spine-chilling!

JJ’s Ghost Story
Me and my brother and my friend were going exploring for fossils. It’s a hobby and if I have kids I will be
proud to show them what I have got.
My name is Jay, my brother’s name is Jaden and my friend is called Tom. My brother is a chatterbox and he
doesn’t stop talking. My friend can be annoying. He takes the credit for things.
We were walking through a forest and we came out of it into a long field and that’s where we got lost because we lost signal from our phones. We felt scared, in fact terrified that we had got lost and our mums
would be worried and think we were missing.
That’s when we saw it. We saw a three storey house with smashed windows. It had slime dripping from it
and vines and moss growing on it. It was a really old house that had been there for generations. I thought
I saw a girl with old ripped and torn clothes looking out of a window on the top floor. Behind her was a
wardrobe but I could see the wardrobe by looking straight through her. I knew she was a spirit. She started
to fade away as we got close.
Then it gave me and my brother and my friend shivers down our spine. Then Tom said “Let’s go in”. I felt
nervous but I agreed to go in because we might find something rare in there, something that would be worth
millions, but my brother didn’t have that feeling. He thought that something was going to go wrong.
We walked into the house. The door fell open when we touched it. It was old and brown and it smelled. It
was like a dungeon door and there was blood on it as if someone had been tortured on it.
All of a sudden, my brother screamed because he thought he saw a bear trap. Maybe the owner of the
house had put one there to stop people breaking in. When we looked around there were five or ten of them
but this place was so dark that we had to use a flashlight. Me and my brother stuck together because he is
my family and we shared a flashlight and Tom had the other one. We separated so that we could explore
the house.
We met up in a long corridor and we saw a door and we decided to walk towards it. As we walked and
walked one of us started to disappear. First it was Tom, then it was my brother, then when I eventually got
to the door I said “Let’s split into twos again” but when I turned around there was no-one behind me.
At first I thought they were playing a prank on me because Tom is always doing this and my brother participates, but I looked for them in the corridor and they weren’t there. I said “OK. The fun’s over” but they didn’t come out.
Suddenly I heard Tom scream “Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaargh!” and I ran towards where the scream had
come from. It seemed to come from everywhere but it was loudest from upstairs so I ran upstairs. The
stairs were old and creaky. When I got upstairs I heard the scream again but this time it sounded like it was
coming from downstairs so I ran back down.
On the floor, I noticed an old newspaper. On the front of the newspaper was a photo that looked like the
girl. When I started reading the paper it said a little girl at the age of five was playing outside in the park
and kicked her ball outside of the park. A man picked up the ball and said to the little girl “Excuse me, is this
your ball?” and she said yes. So then he said “Where do you live?” but no reply. Another little kid saw this
and reported it.
The man took her to his house. He took her to a room and tortured her. Two days later he got a newspaper
sent through with a ‘Missing’ poster in it for the little girl he had kidnapped. He threw it away and that was
the paper I was reading.
The girl must have been murdered in this house. The picture of the girl looked like the girl upstairs. She had
short blonde hair and a pink dress on, brown shoes and she was standing on a stool.

Suddenly the spirit appeared behind me and I turned around because I heard a creaking noise and there
she was. I screamed then ran. She followed me and was coming closer and closer and then I found the
room where she was tortured.
I saw blood and she stood in a position so I couldn’t see properly but when she moved I saw an axe. It
was bloody, mossy and slimy because it was old. When I saw the axe, I knew she’d been killed. It was
nineteen years ago.
When I was a little kid I was at the particular park which was shown on the news. When I saw the guy, I
just thought it was her dad. I didn’t realise what was going to happen to her. This was my chance to put
it right.
In the middle of the room was a coffin with red carpet in it. I walked up to the coffin and I opened it and
there was the dead body of the little girl.
The spirit had a little smile on her face because I had found her body because now I could report this to
the police and instead of being trapped in the house her spirit could be free because I was going to make
sure she was buried properly.
Suddenly I heard a call and I went downstairs, walked around the corner and I saw Tom and my brother.
I thought they had played a prank on me but I was happy that I had to look for them because I had found
the little girl.
The man took her to his house. He took her to a room and tortured her. Two days later he got a newspaper sent through with a ‘Missing’ poster in it for the little girl he had kidnapped. He threw it away and that
was the paper I was reading.
The girl must have been murdered in this house. The picture of the girl looked like the girl upstairs. She
had short blonde hair and a pink dress on, brown shoes and she was standing on a stool.
Suddenly the spirit appeared behind me and I turned around because I heard a creaking noise and there
she was. I screamed then ran. She followed me and was coming closer and closer and then I found the
room where she was tortured.
I saw blood and she stood in a position so I couldn’t see properly but when she moved I saw an axe. It
was bloody, mossy and slimy because it was old. When I saw the axe, I knew she’d been killed. It was
nineteen years ago.
When I was a little kid I was at the particular park which was shown on the news. When I saw the guy, I
just thought it was her dad. I didn’t realise what was going to happen to her. This was my chance to put
it right.
In the middle of the room was a coffin with red carpet in it. I walked up to the coffin and I opened it and
there was the dead body of the little girl.
The spirit had a little smile on her face because I had
found her body because now I could report this to the
police and instead of being trapped in the house her
spirit could be free because I was going to make sure
she was buried properly.
Suddenly I heard a call and I went downstairs, walked
around the corner and I saw Tom and my brother. I
thought they had played a prank on me but I was
happy that I had to look for them because I had found
the little girl.

Music Trip to the Union Chapel
As part of the BTEC Music course,
students learn about the Music Industry that includes
how
Live
Music
Venues
operate. Our BTEC student, Kewin, had the opportunity to visit the Union Chapel and talk to
Pete
Stapleton
who
is
the
commercial manager of the venue.
We asked Kewin some questions about how the
visit went, his impressions of the place and
more.
What did you think of the venue?

I really liked the venue, one of my favourite aspects of the building was that it had a massive
echo when I shouted.
What kind of music and events can you
find there?

You can find various types of musical performances and stand-up comedy at the
Union Chapel.

I also asked if one of my favourite
comedian Jack Whitehall has performed there
but unfortunately the answer was no.
How did that visit help you understand
more about Health and Safety in Live Music Venues?

I learned that every building can turn into a
venue if the right equipment and procedures are
followed. I also learned that it is very important
to consider the Health and Safety regulations
when owning a music venue and particularly in
regards to the Fire and Safety protocols.
Did you have fun?

I had fun when the guy showed us the posters
on the wall and the fact that there was a reference to a video game in the church. (Assassin’s
creed)

News from the Gate…...
This term students and staff have enjoyed trips to wildlife parks, galleries,
museums, the theatre and a water sports centre.

A Day in Paradise.
Students Ahmed, Gianluca and

This half-term, A level student Aaron saw La Casa De Bernarda Alba (The House

Bernarda

Alba) at

the Cervantes Theatre.
This was the first Spanish play Aaron had seen performed and he wasn’t disappointed!
La Casa De Bernarda Alba is part of Spanish playwright Federico Garcia Lorca’s Rural Trilogy
of plays, all of which rebelled against the norms of contemporary Spanish society.
The play is set in a small village in Spain, in the house of Bernarda Alba (if you hadn’t guessed), where she lives with her five daugh-

WEDNESDAY—Quiz Day

This term has seen the start of the very popular Wednesday
lunchtime quiz. Topics so far have included languages of the
world, children’s literature, art, sports, plants and mystery
facts about staff ! With head quizmaster Stacey ably overseeing a
range of guest quizmasters, year 10 student Ahmed is our current
student champion.

Chris’ Work Experience
On Friday mornings Chris has been
volunteering at The Cats Protection
Centre where he has undertaken tasks
such as cat care, nurturing the cats
and administrative roles. From January
Chris is due to start assisting the vet
that attends the centre. In both placements Chris has shown initiative and
has been hardworking and helpful.

On Wednesday afternoons Chris has
been attending a nursery where he has
helped the children with their learning.
He has spent time engaging them in
outdoor activities and has also helped
with the setting and clearing up of activities.

Music Trips
The Barbican
As part of our BTEC Music course, students learn about the Music Industry, music job opportunities, music venues,
record labels and more. This term BTEC student Zuriel had the exciting opportunity to visit the Barbican Centre. During his visit, Zuriel had the chance to interview the Technical Manager and discuss about the Health and Safety requirements in large Live Music Venues, Sound and Light Equipment and job opportunities in the Live Music sector. We
were also offered a tour of the Hall room at the Barbican, which regularly welcomes internationally renowned musi-

The Black Sound Exhibition in Brixton

This October, our Music students visited the Black Sound exhibition in
Brixton. This exhibition told the story of 100 years of musical creativity of
Black artists and was documented via a series of painted wooden boards
and interactive computer screens. The exhibition showcased the black
musicians, promoters and producers who had an important and lasting
impact on Britain’s music.
Students had the chance to watch videos of various performers and listen to a variety of music genres such as Reggae, Blues and Disco via cassettes, CDs, Mp3 wall-mounted players etc. They also had the chance to
look around the Black Sound shop and browse the various records, books
and memorabilia

Jamie Oliver Home Cooking Classes
Each week Ahmed and Gianluca enjoy teaming up with Sam from
The Hut and have fun cooking and tasting delicious food. Gianluca
has mastered gluten free recipes whilst Ahmed is a whizz with cooking without lactose. Needless to say the rest of us enjoy samples from
Tasty Tuesday!

More news from the Gate…...
Ahmed demonstrates his travel writing skills, watch out Bill Bryson
Denmark
Upon arrival I was met by the faint smell of manure and metal; this is not really a surprise as the
country’s human population is closely matched by its pig one, and Denmark is one of the greenest
countries in Europe. So, to the dismay of campers expecting a paradise of green open fields and animals roaming freely on the streets, the reality is that pigs are also the most eaten foods in Denmark,
their blood is made into black pudding, their meat is cooked and their bones are made into gelatine
which
explains the phenomenon. From what I saw I’d expect to be served a pig eye ice cream!
A thing that seemed very similar to the UK was the transport, cut the pregnancy tests in vending
machines and the free male contraceptives in men’s room and it would be pretty much the same. I do
believe the train time were even faster than the London Underground, and it didn’t look like I was going to catch any odd, mutated diseases either. So it was similar in a sense that a Bugatti Veyron is
similar to a G Wiz, they both have wheels!
The place me and my family were staying were separate, they stayed in a flat that was so clean I
could see my own face on the wooden floor, which was petrifying at night when I was trying to go
the toilet. The walls were the whitest shade of white I have ever seen! Unfortunately I didn’t have the
privilege of that place for more than a night for a reason I m yet to be told, so I was sent on the perilous mission through the abyss, or just a mile down the hill to a cabin house.
The journey would not have been anything to write home about if it weren’t for the light show in the
sky that came as a result of there not being any street lamps in the rural areas of the city we were
staying in. This really was an out of this world experience for anyone who’d spent all their life in a
large city like London. The odd Danish cover of ODBs “got your money” blaring from a couple of teenagers in a Honda Civic however did not compliment the scene in any way shape or form.
Music is another thing that was the same, but different at the same time: now, I’m no “musical expert” or anything but I’m pretty sure that ODB song was made before I was born. But the oddest
thing of all is that I heard that same song, but in English at about 3:30pm the next day! The Danish
must really love Ol’ Dirty B@stard for them to have such “colourful” language coming out of the radio
right at the time
children are coming back from school - or they just have terrible censorship people.
Navigating through Denmark is a lot easier than you’d think as all children learn English from year 2,
this is something that a lot of tourist are not aware of as they often do make rude remarks towards
people who are just trying to be helpful and all the Danes can do is pretend they are clueless. The
people are worlds kinder than you’d find in London, everyone seems willing to stop to give you detailed instructions on where you want to go, as oppose to here where they’d just say “follow the
signs” or something along those lines.

More news from the Gate…...
Children in Need

Christmas Jumper Day

Staff and students
showed off their
amazing baking skills by making homemade cakes and then selling them for
donations. Our
Common Room transformed into a mini
cake shop during breaks and
lunchtimes, selling a range of cakes
from fairy cakes to Victoria Sponge and
even an apple crumble. Carrot and
butternut squash cake went down a
treat whilst Zuriel’s chocolate muffins,
made during his cooking lesson, were
voted very tasty. We
definitely all enjoyed raising a fantastic
£68.86 for Children in Need!

Christmas was in the air….On December
15th, Southover staff and students
donned their Christmas jumpers with
each person that wore one donating
£1.00..Wearing festive jumpers got us
into the Christmas spirit and lent a festive air to the school day. We also had a
Christmas quiz,
colouring competition, ‘Guess
the Carol’
sweepstake and
teachers and
students took
turns to guess the weight of the cake.

Extra, Extra
Food
Each Tuesday afternoon we eagerly await the return of the KS3 cooking team. They have
brought us treats such as pineapple upside down cake, mince pies, pizza, gingerbread
and salads. Our monthly bring and share lunches are also hugely popular, with new dishes from around the world to try each time.
Music
congratulations go to talented musician Gianluca who has pasted his Grade 4 exam in drumming with distinction!
Sports
PE sessions have been great fun, keeping both students and staff fit. We have covered a range of sports in PE including tennis, and badminton as well a exercises to improve balance and core strength. Well done to all students who
take part with great enthusiasm and energy each week.
Panto
This year she staff at The Gate decided to put on a Christmas panto of Cinderella to entertain the students . Despite
the efforts of the four (!) ugly sisters , Cinders married her prince and lived happily ever after…...

More news from the Gate…...

Life on Sweet Tree
Fields Farm
by Tom

I lit a fire at the farm, I felt good. Everybody was
happy. I am not sure how long the fire lasted
Maybe 3 or 4 minutes.
Here is an egg with chicken poo on it!

We collected wood for the

At the farm, on a tree, feeling good!

News from the Hut…….
CHARITY FOCUS:
Fancy dress,
fancy cakes.
We smashed all
records rais-

Chickenshed Theatre Trip 13/12/17 Review by Kareem Khan
On Wednesday the 13th of November, the Hutton Grovers set off on their annual trip to the Chickenshed theatre.
This year they did an adaptation of Rapunzel, which they turned into a musical featuring: druids,
gnomes, spiders, cats, crows and many more!
The beginning of the play was a little confusing, because it was an adaptation and a musical, it was
different from what I had imagined.
The performance opens with a bunch of kids running about, when they were supposed to be getting
ready for bed. The eldest convinces them to settle down by reading them a story book, which magically turns to the story of Rapunzel. Whilst reading the story, three druids come through their window
and offer the children a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity - a trip to a magical world with magical creatures! However, little do they know, one of them is about to take the role of the protagonist of this
story! What follows, is the appearance of most of the other characters that will appear throughout the
play in a short musical act, essentially a prologue.
The production team have done a great job on costumes, lighting and sound! The costumes look
amazing and the lighting technicians do a good job tracking the actors on stage. Some of the automated lights have mosaic filters on them, which add a nice touch. Although fairly simple, the music
was pleasing to listen to. Live music was included, with a small orchestra playing behind the scenes
with some pre-recorded music to play along with. The writers seem to have taken inspiration from
other songs, particularly Disney ones, as I kept hearing songs which resembled others.
This play caters for all ages as there were kids, teens, adults and even the elderly, watching the play!
I liked the show a lot! Everything seemed so enjoyable and magical - it was all fantastic!
10/10. I’d watch it again.

More news from The Hut…..
Shed makeover bonanza! By Sam y10
What does one do when some people at a college cancel a course that you really want to do?
One improvises!
Unless you have been living under a rock, you would know about the makeover currently being undertaken
on the Hutton Grove shed.
Heather came up with the idea to do a project on the shed after Vehicle Maintenance was cancelled.
Desperate times call for desperate measures.
Rhiannon and I ventured down to the local Homebase to do research on prices.
We decided on a colour we thought would fit well and went for Forest Green because of the surrounding
trees. Jen approved of the colour as it would remind us of her Forest School.
Even though the course was cancelled, I was still excited to do the project. I was happy to paint the shed
even though I was a painting novice.
Initially we just painted the outside of the shed with two coats of paint. Inside will be painted Brilliant White
and we thought it would be a good idea to be inclusive of Hutton Grove pupils ONLY whereby they can add
their own touch. They can use spray paints, paints or markers to personalise the inside.
Donna and Josh were awful. Donna painted

me thinking I was the shed, and Josh needed lots of assistance

to paint the areas he could not reach!
As I’m writing, the shed project is coming on very well and the Forest Green paint was an excellent choice.
Many students and staff alike have had some positive feedback in relation to the project
Anita said, “I think it is a fantastic opportunity for our students to home in on their practical skills.”
The end product is for the shed to be turned into a small workshop for the students to do Design Technology. We have added some lights in the shed and have painted the inside Brilliant White.
Jen said, “The choice of paint is inspirational. As I gaze out of the common room, I am reminded of Forest
School. The quality is of a very high standard. Sam and his team have worked through rain, sun and snow.”
TA Reece said, “It’s very green.”
In conclusion, we had to kill few spiders and after painting the outside, the shed looks better than ever! If
weather permits we might be finished soooooon….. We will see whether the weather will allow us to in finish
in January.

More news from The Hut…..
Yes, snow days or S-No, Snow days?
By Rhys, y12, Meteorologist for the Southover Newsletter
On Sunday the 10th December, Britain was the victim
of
a vicious snowstorm that caused havoc across the
country with some parts witnessing as much as 12
inches of snow, which devastated commuters’ journey to work. This also had a major impact on the National Grid with over 10,000 houses being left without
power and heating for 24 hours. Transport was also another victim of the storm with flights and
trains being cancelled or delayed.
Some people, mainly children and young adults, were ecstatic as the heavy snowfall meant their
schools would be closed. Over 2,700 schools across the UK closed due to the treacherous driving
and commuting conditions – Southover was no exception.
This was only the beginning as overnight and well into Monday morning, temperatures plummeted
as low as -13˚ - the coldest temperature our country has seen in 5 years!
Due to the freezing temperatures, roads were covered in black ice, which caused widespread delays and many accidents, with even snow gritters falling victim to the deadly ice (see picture
above). It was recorded that the AA received 22,000 callouts just on Monday alone.
This brings me to the question: why is Britain so ill equipped when some of our neighbouring
countries are so much better at handling situations like this?
Personally, I agree with schools closing for snow days, as it is much safer than venturing outside.
Until our government handle the snow and the safety of our people better, I predict more snow
days in the future and I’m not complaining!
Student Kareem said, “I actually got a lot of homework done and rewarded myself by playing
games in the warmth.”
Likewise, many members of staff commented on their appreciation of having “a cheeky lie-in” and
feeling “relief” at not having to travel in the risky ice. However, it was “a great opportunity to catch
up on work” also.

Our cookery teacher Sonia reports that It has been a real pleasure teaching the Jamie
Oliver Home Cooking Skills course to the KS4 students. They have used their creative
skills to prepare and cook a range of delicious
dishes. The challenge has been to come up
with a range of recipes to cover different dietary needs. The students were very considerate
of each other and coped well with the recipe
adaptations.

More news from The Hut…..
SWEET TREE FIELDS FARM DIARIES
Today on the farm

29.11.17 by David Cunnea

Today was our first very cold day. The temperature
was about 4 or 5 degrees. The best advice on a cold
day is to get busy and we did. After the sheep and
chickens were fed and eggs collected of course,
then there was egg washing by Kyla.
Today’s menu was special Southover Partnership
chutney, eaten with rice. Unfortunately the recipe is
a closely guarded secret. It was roundly appreciated
especially in the cold.
After lunch the real work began, collecting wood
and other combustibles for the students to make
their own fires and potentially cook some food, maybe even some muffins in orange peels. Elliot was
very eager as per usual gathering objects in what is
an extension to all activities, his inseparable orange
wheelbarrow.
The gathered
items were all
brought to the
pit area to
burn and, if
any students, could independently light a self sustainable
fire. Kyla, Tom and Leon all managed to start their fires, as
the saying goes ‘there’s no smoke without fire’, and there
was plenty of
smoke. Unfortunately none managed to last, however
lessons were learned and the students are ready to try
again very soon. Surprisingly, the students enjoyed
lighting fires, under close supervision.
Meanwhile, Elliot got distracted or mesmerised by
some creepy crawlies, woodlice and worms, under a
log and never managed to get his fire lit but was happily engrossed in his own wildlife lesson.
As usual we finished the day hold the rabbits and completing our forms.
Onwards into the winter.

More news from The Hut…..
THE 60 SECOND INTERVIEW
Interview between new student Elliott and new Teaching Assistant
Joshua:
EK: When did you start working here?
JH: It’s been about 6 weeks.
JH: Do you like going to the farm?
EK: I like Brambles the goat.
EK: What did you study at university?
JH: I studied English and Politics at university.
JH: Do you have any pets?
EK: I have two cats – Marmite and Scumbles
EK: What do you like about school?
JH: I like that I get to laugh every day.
JH: What’s your favourite food?
EK: Everything! I will eat chocolate and chocolate

and chocolate! I eat my nans chocolate!
JH: Do you have a favourite film or TV show?
EK: The Incredibles
JH: If you could have a super power, what would
it be?
EK: Turn everything into chocolate!
JH: I would like to fly!

HUTTON GROVE FOREST SCHOOL

Den Building
Fire Lighting
Stick sharpening
Sock warming
Marshmallow
toasting
Sausage cooking
Milona, Ricardo,
Kareem & Staff

The Gate and The Hut at The Lakes

It was the most beautiful Autumn day for our joint annual trip to Stanborough Lakes.
Staff and students had the most amazing time working together as teams to construct rafts
and then race them across the water. If that sounds exhausting they then tried the
inflatable assault course and pitched themselves against each other in time trials.

